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CENTRALIZED
PLAYOUT CONTROL
In today’s fast-paced broadcast
environment simplified playout
operation is critical. iSQ, ChyronHego’s
Intelligent Sequencer, allows a
single user – when connected to a
CAMIO server – to control multiple
Lyric playout or XClyps channels
from a single work surface. As a
single point of control, iSQ’s flexible
architecture enables the consolidation
of multiple independent channels
represented as individual playlists.

INTUITIVE GUI

CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

ChyronHego understands that every control
environment is different. iSQ playlists are
user-definable. Customize iSQ to show only the
information you need to see in a clear, concise
format. Viewing thumbnail images of all the
messages in the playlist are configurable, as are
screen layouts showing Preview and Air outputs or
just the preview output at the top of each playlist.

Included in your purchase of iSQ is the CueBoard,
a dedicated keyboard (USB or PS/2) you can use for
the most common iSQ functions supporting up to
4 channels of graphics output. Dedicated buttons
are clearly labeled and logically positioned to allow
for rapid on-air use. The CueBoard also includes
unused keys, which can be easily programmed to
provide functions unique to your workflow.

Stories are easily identified with userselected
alternating colors – enabling the user to see at
a glance how many objects are left in a story.
Specialized production skills are not required to use
iSQ. While production personnel will appreciate
iSQ’s simple yet powerful interface, anyone can
open playlists and execute them to air which
reduces the need for specially trained graphics staff.
With iSQ, you can produce a graphics-intensive
show, while reducing operating expenses

Add an additional CueBoard to allow control of up to 8
channels of graphics output from a single work surface.

iSQ’s Deficient Asset Indicator gives your operators
complete confidence that the graphics are ready for air.
This indicator appears in the playlist any time an asset
is not present on your output device. This is particularly
useful when working with an order management
solution. One quick glance will assure your staff that
all graphics are complete and ready to be aired.

ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY
Up to 10 Lyric Macros can also be configured
to be executed directly from the iSQ interface.
This allows for extensive customization of
playout of Lyric messages and effects.
An optional GPI interface allows iSQ playlists to
be triggered directly via your Switcher’s macro.
This allows for a more flexible production
and reduces the number of staff required.

•

Control multiple ChyronHego Lyric or XClyps
channels simultaneously from a single interface.
Easily consolidate multiple independent
channels and view them as playlists.

•

Multiple rundowns can be loaded simultaneously.
Back-to-back shows can be monitored and
executed without closing the current rundown.

KEY
FEATURES

•

ChyronHego’s customizable CueBoard puts immediate
control of any graphic in any playlist at your fingertips.
Fast and accurate graphics playback is assured.

•

iSQ’s Deficient Asset Indicator clearly indicates
if any assets are missing prior to going to air.
With just a glance, operators will know assets are
missing and can react before going to air.

CONTACT SALES AND
SCHEDULE A DEMO @

ABOUT CHYRONHEGO
ChyronHego, a portfolio company of Vector Capital, is a global
leader in products, services, and solutions for the broadcast and
sports industries. Specializing in live television, news, and sports
production, ChyronHego offers some of the industry's most widely
deployed solutions — including Lyric®, the world's most popular
broadcast graphics creation and playout offering; the all-new
CAMIO® Universe newsroom workflow; and TRACAB® Optical
Tracking, the global leader in optical sports tracking systems as well
as Click Effects, the most proven and versatile stadium broadcast
family of graphics products. Headquartered in Melville, New York,
ChyronHego also has offices in the Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Singapore,
Slovak Republic, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
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For more information on ChyronHego, visit www.chyronhego.com.
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